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In each of the following sentences there is/are one/two blank space/s. Below each five 

words/pairs of words have been denoted by numbers (1), (2), (3), (4) and (5). Find out which 

word/pair of words can be filled in the blanks in order to make a meaningful sentence. 

Q.1  Water stored in clay —————is said to be good for —————than the water stored in a refrigerator. 

 (1) pots, cold    (2) pots, peace    (3) pots, health   (4) models, drink    (5) models, fitness  

Q.2  ————water illegally without water meters —————regular supply. 

 (1) Capturing, relates   (2) Throwing, determines   (3) Receiving, estimates    

 (4) Flowing, shifts     (5) Drawing, affects  

Q.3  When the family members ————— for help, the villagers gathered there and raised an ———. 

 (1) gathered, voice    (2) shouted, alarm    (3) asked, flag     

 (4) called, army (5)  phoned, movement  

Q.4  The threat letter was prepared —————words cut out of Gujarati —————.  

 (1) quoting, language    (2) underlining, movie    (3) making, city   (4) using, newspapers  

(5) pointing, community  

Q.5  The Hubble Space Telescope- in orbit around Earth to offer observations not _______ by Earth’s atmosphere 

– has been a boon to astronomers, it is one of the finest astronomical instruments ever developed, greatly 

expanding man’s gaze into space. 

 (1) attenuated   (2) mitigated   (3) imploded   (4) subsumed   (5) intimated 

Q.6 The government is committed to pass important Bills like Triple Talaq Bill and the National Commission for 

Backward Classes Bill and _________is expected from all parties on such ______of national importance. 

 (1) help, matters   (2) support, disputes   (3) cooperation, issues    

 (4) help, issues  (5) suggestion, matters 

Q.7 In India, water painting does not get the kind of ____________other painting mediums receive. 

 (1) recognition   (2) designation   (3) incarnation    

 (4) consideration  (5) respect 

Q.8 India would rather lose a match than upset a top player by including him in the team in a _______position. 

 (1) similar    (2) different   (3) compromising   

 (4) respected   (5) respect 

Ans.1 (3) pots, health  Ans.2 (5) drawing, affects Ans.3 (2) shouted, alarm Ans.4 (4) using, newspapers              

Ans.5 (1) attenuated Ans.6 (3) cooperation, issues Ans.7 (4) consideration Ans.8 (2) different 
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